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Abstract In this study, we address the problem of

matching patterns in Kufic calligraphy images. Being used

as a decorative element, Kufic images have been designed

in a way that makes it difficult to be read by non-experts.

Therefore, available methods for handwriting recognition

are not easily applicable to the recognition of Kufic pat-

terns. In this study, we propose two new methods for Kufic

pattern matching. The first method approximates the con-

tours of connected components into lines and then utilizes

chain code representation. Sequence matching techniques

with a penalty for gaps are exploited for handling the

variations between different instances of sub-patterns. In

the second method, skeletons of connected components are

represented as a graph where junction and end points are

considered as nodes. Graph isomorphism techniques are

then relaxed for partial graph matching. Methods are

evaluated over a collection of 270 square Kufic images

with 8,941 sub-patterns. Experimental results indicate that,

besides retrieval and indexing of known patterns, our

method also allows the discovery of new patterns.

Keywords Cultural heritage � Calligraphy � Kufic �
Sequence matching � Graph matching

1 Introduction

Decorative inscriptions have been used both in Western

and Eastern cultures throughout the history. As depicting

humans in art is discouraged in Islam, geometric patterns

and calligraphy have been the main form of artistic

expression in Islamic cultures.1

Kufic is one of the oldest calligraphic forms of the

various Islamic scripts. Kufic derives its name from the city

of Kufa, where it was developed around the eighth century,

and until about the eleventh century, it was the main script

used to copy Qur’ans. It has been mainly used as a deco-

rative element in manuscripts, pottery, coins, architecture,

stone inscriptions, and wooden work for several centuries

[1–4], with the proverbs and passages from the Qur’an

being used as dominant sources. Its influence on European

art during the Middle Ages or the Renaissance can also be

recognized, and the resulting style is known as pseudo-

Kufic or Western-Kufic.

Among the three Kufic scripts-written, Ma’qeli Kufic,

also known as square Kufic, has been the most common

Kufic types used in decoration and encountered in many

different forms at historical buildings [5] (see Fig. 1).

Analysis of Kufic scripts may shed light to a relatively

unknown era in history and therefore is of interest to

scholars around the world. Moreover, for a regular person

visiting a historical site, it is the taste of a treasure hunt to

discover repeating words and phrases in complex Kufic

patterns (see Fig. 2). However, even for a person whose
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native language is Arabic, it is difficult to decipher Kufic

scripts due to challenges inherent in Kufic calligraphy.

Furthermore, there may be very large number of different

words hidden making it difficult to track even for an expert.

An application, possibly on mobile phones, to recognize

words in Kufic scripts would have important effect on

passing this tremendous heritage to future generations.

Going beyond analysis of historical Kufic patterns,

studying Kufic images is also interesting due to the recent

trend of using Kufic images as decorative elements at

today’s houses and accessories with its modern and geo-

metric look as a design pattern [13–17] (see Fig. 2). Recent

workshops organized to teach Kufic are getting attendance

from different cultures and backgrounds.2 Cataloging these

increasing number of new designs, as well as their coun-

terparts in historical buildings and manuscripts, is impor-

tant but difficult to do with the available systems.

In this study, we attack the challenging problem of

automatic identification of Kufic scripts which has not been

previously tackled based on our knowledge. Providing

automatic tools for the discovery, documentation and

organization of Kufic designs may assist scholars working

in this area and help for long-term preservation of this

heritage. With the automatic analysis of Kufic designs, one

can learn specific stretches of Kufic motifs, and similar

designs in other places can signify some similar cultural

perspectives, at a scale that no human could physically

perform. Moreover, automatic analysis of Kufic images

may help in understanding of their characteristics and

design rules, and lead to the automatic generation of new

designs [13–17].

In the following, first we describe the challenges of

studying Kufic images and review related studies on the

automatic analysis of other calligraphy images. Then, we

describe our approach toward the matching of sub-patterns

in Kufic images and report the results of experiments.

Finally, we discuss the results and the future work.

2 Challenges in Kufic patterns

In Arabic, a character may have different shapes depending

on whether it is at the beginning, middle, or end of a

sentence or whether it is in an isolated form [18–20]. Most

characters are only distinguished by the attached dots or

zigzags called diacritics. Moreover, because of the conso-

nantal nature of Arabic, vowels are omitted [21].

Letters in square Kufic are in the form of a square or a

rectangle (see Fig. 3). Geometric shapes consisting of

various straight lines [2, 4, 5] can be elongated by 45� or

90� angles to compose different motifs [1, 5, 13, 22, 23].

These style characteristics of Kufic calligraphy bring

additional challenges over regular Arabic text [5, 13]. The

direction of the words in Kufic images may change, unlike

other calligraphy styles. Calligraphers who have to fill a

specific space in a Kufic design, are forced to modify the

letters to fit the space, whether by extending them or

contracting them, or by changing their shapes. Therefore, a

single word or letter can be modified in many different

ways to create different motifs resulting in a wide variety

of appearances and shapes of the same word or letter (see

Fig. 4). There is also very little distinction between the

shapes of different letters.

Texts in Kufic can be written in a spiral way, starting

from a corner and ending at the center of an image.

Bending may introduce new shapes to the letters. Zigzags

crossing the design surface result in additional complica-

tions. The square shape of the Kufic image can be main-

tained by designing repeated patterns around the square or

at the center. Letters and their relative arrangements can be

updated, and the organization can be redefined when a new

word is added to the composition [24]. Instead of writing a

letter more than once, that letter may be used by two dif-

ferent words in a design, like a crossword puzzle, and

similarly a word may be written just once and used by two

different phrases in the same design. These challenges,

related to the very nature of Kufic calligraphy, became

even more daunting due to the differences of the calligra-

phy style by different cultures and at different periods.

Last but not least, many different forms of square Kufic

patterns may be mixed on a single image (see Figs. 5, 6).

Fig. 1 Some decorative Kufic patterns on historical buildings. From

left to right: a Gudi Khatun Mausoleum in Karabaghlar, Azerbaijan,

1335–1338 [5], b Al muayyad Mosque, Cairo, Egypt, 1415–1422 [6],

c Sehzade Mosque, Istanbul, Turkey, 1543–1548 [7], d Isfahan Friday

Mosque, Isfahan, Iran, 771 [5], e Royal Mosque, Isfahan, Iran, 1611

[8]

2 http://blog.29lt.com/2007/09/01/kufi-workshop-for-non-arab-partici

pants-in-amsterdam/; http://blog.29lt.com/2012/10/09/nuqat-con

ference-kuwait-2012/.
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Although the patterns are simple themselves, combination

with large number of other (clutter) patterns makes their

recognition very difficult. All these challenges make the

recognition and matching of Islamic patterns in Kufic

images more interesting—and yet more difficult—to deal

with and require techniques beyond usual text and hand-

writing recognition.

3 Related work

In recent years, accessing and preserving cultural heritage

has been considered in many different ways [26–28].

Computer vision techniques have been proposed for auto-

matic indexing and retrieval of historical collections [29].

Here, we focus on studies in indexing and generation of

Arabic calligraphy [3, 24, 30–37].

Dunham et al. [33] developed a method to generate a

repeating pattern of a hyperbolic plane based on a tiling by

any convex polygon. Their method draws patterns based on

tilings by a polygon which is not necessarily regular and

that polygon is assumed to be convex. In [34, 35], a

method based on radially symmetric motifs is proposed to

generate Islamic star patterns .

In [31], Aljamali and Banissi proposed a method to

classify Islamic geometric patterns (IGPs) based on the

minimum number of grids and lowest geometric shape

methods necessary for the construction of the star pattern,

while in [32], IGP images are described using discrete-

symmetry-groups theory. Firstly, every pattern is classified

into one of three major categories based on translation in

one direction. Secondly, some symmetry features, such as

the symmetry group and the fundamental region, are

extracted. As a last step, the fundamental region is

described by a color histogram.

In [30], comprehensive analysis and cataloging of Isla-

mic design patterns from digital images are done through

plane-symmetry-group theory. By using image segmenta-

tion algorithms, these regular design patterns are then

grouped by pixels to obtain pieces forming tiles. After

vector representation is done, the objects are compared

according to their contours and then classified by their

shape and color.

In [24], Interactive Calligraphy Exploration prototype is

described to compose calligraphic images by manipulating

symmetries to produce unusual visual effects. This study

Fig. 3 Square Kufic script letters. Note that, due to the nature of

Arabic, the same character may have different shapes, depending on

its position within the sentence. Characters may also have different

shapes in different designs. (Image courtesy of [13])

Fig. 2 Left An example photograph. A mobile application developed to process these photos and to decipher Kufic patterns would be beneficial

for the visitors. (Image is taken from [9]). Right Some recent Kufic designs to be used in daily modern life (Images are taken from [10–12])

Fig. 4 The same sub-word may be in different shapes and different

sub-words may be in similar shapes. In the first two images, sub-

patterns lillah (gray), la (light gray) have different shapes in both

designs. On the last image, three different sub-words, shown in

different shades of gray, share similar shapes

Fig. 5 Top Kufic calligraphic panels, Topkapi Palace, Istanbul,

Turkey, Mid-15th Century [25]. Bottom Allah patterns extracted using

our method
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introduces interaction with compositional elements and

demonstrates how controlled change propagation can be

used to promote design exploration.

For Kufic calligraphy, there exists only a few studies for

automatic generation [38]. In [38], cellular automata with

an extended Moor neighborhood is used to generate square

Kufic script patterns, specifically Muhammed, by defining

some transition rules. Their approach focuses on three most

famous Muhammed patterns, which makes it applicable

only to some models, while our method is not specific to

any pattern. An internationally recognized Arabic callig-

rapher Mamoun Sakkal has demonstrated the principles of

creating Kufic script for new designs [13–17].

To the best of our knowledge, Kufic pattern matching

has not been studied yet.

4 Our approach

For identification of Kufic patterns, we propose a retrieval-

based approach. An automatic morphological segmentation

is performed to break down Kufic words or sentences into

their minimal grammatical constituents. Segmented words

are then used to index and decipher of the entire text of a

Kufic design, which enable the patterns to be cataloged,

and thus browsed. As shown in Fig. 7, our approach

involves four steps: (i) foreground extraction, (ii) sub-pat-

tern extraction, (iii) representation and matching, and (iv)

analysis. In the following, we will first describe the col-

lection and then labeling and decomposition of the dataset.

In the next section, we present our methods for feature

extraction and sub-pattern matching.

4.1 Dataset generation

Collecting the dataset images: As there is no existing Kufic

dataset to be used for automatic analysis, we have con-

structed our own dataset by collecting all the images that

we have found on the Internet and from a book on callig-

raphy [39]. Some square Kufic images from our dataset can

be seen in Fig. 8. In total, there are 270 Kufic images in the

dataset. Although there are an increasing number of

Fig. 6 Individual patterns are

simple yet their use in

decoration is hard to recognize.

Left Original images, Right Our

detections
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available images on the web that include square Kufic

patterns, some of the pictures are taken in very bad con-

ditions with extreme perspective deformations or occlu-

sions, and there are many duplicates. As will be discussed,

as a future work, we plan to handle these problems but this

is out of scope for this study. Here, given a Kufic image

with orthogonal lines our goal is to identify the patterns as

one of the known instances. Inclusion of the new examples

to the dataset is straightforward, and since we follow a

retrieval-based approach, it could be done for increasing

numbers.

Extraction of foreground pixels As it can be seen in

Fig. 9, due to the different origins of the images, the

dataset includes examples in a large range of varieties,

from multi-color ornamental images to degraded and noisy

images.

These different characteristics of images are reflected on

their corresponding color histograms. We observe that, the

clean images may have a few distinct colors—varying from

two to eight colors for the images in our collection—with

clear peaks on the color histogram. On the other hand,

noisy and degraded images—which happen to be domi-

nated by images with two main colors in our collection—

have likely to have shorter peaks where the strengths are

reduced with similar colors around. While standard bina-

rization methods, when applied with adaptive thresholding,

Feature Extraction

Analysis

Chain Code  Representation
024642464246

Sub-pattern Extraction and Labeling

Red - Mohammed (connected)
Green  - Lillah

Query: Allah

Matched Allah patterns Red - Mohammed   Green  - Lillah

Input Image Foreground Extraction

Graph Matrix RepresentationEdge and Joint points

Sequence Matching

Contour points and lines

Graph Matching

Image IndexingQuery Retrieval Repeating Pattern Detection

Query: Mohammed 4 repeating Mohammed pattern

Fig. 7 The overall organization

of our system

Fig. 8 Some example square Kufic images. On the first row, the 4th

image from the left has four Allah and Muhammed patterns, while the

5th image has four Mashaallah patterns. Note that in the second row,

the 2nd and 5th images have very small sub-patterns, and their outer

contours also form Allah patterns. The 3rd and 6th images in the

second row have patterns which have some zigzags on the contours,

which make line extraction process difficult. On the first row, the 1st,

4th, 5th, and 6th images are from [39], the 2nd image is from [40],

and the 3rd image is from [41]. The second row images are from [5]
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may resolve the problems in degraded images with two

colors, on multi-color images, they fail and cannot extract

the foreground pixels properly.

As a solution, we design a two stage method to extract

the regions corresponding to foreground pixels. First, we

divide the images into two sets according to their color

distribution characteristics and then apply different tech-

niques to each set.

The first stage separates clean images from the degraded

images by looking at the number of distinct colors in the

color histogram. If this number is less than a predefined

threshold, then the image is considered as a relatively clean

multi-color image, otherwise it is considered as a degraded

one. The threshold is selected as eight in our experiments,

since we observed that there are at most eight different

distinct colors in the images in our collection.

To extract the foreground pixels corresponding to Kufic

scripts in multi-color images, and to eliminate the pixels

corresponding to ornaments or frames, we propose a

method based on color masking. Each peak value on the

color histogram is selected, and the image is masked with

that value. The regions corresponding to selected color are

marked with one, and the others are marked with zero in

the output image. Then connected components are extrac-

ted on the binary image. This process is repeated for all the

distinct colors. The color which results in the highest

number of connected components is considered as the

foreground color. The assumption is that, the image is

dominated by the sub-patterns in Kufic script.

The second set of images includes degraded and noisy

images. Since we observed that in most of the images

backgrounds are distinguishable from the foreground, we

applied Otsu’s method [42] for binarization without further

processing.

Extraction and labeling of sub-patterns Given a Kufic

image, initially decorative elements in the background

should be eliminated, and foreground pixels that are the

elements of patterns should be extracted. In this study, we

consider the sub-patterns as basic units and extracted

connected components are used as sub-patterns.

We focus on four patterns that are very common across

the square Kufic images. These patterns are Allah, Mu-

hammed, Resul, and Lailahe illallah. We limit the retrieval

and indexing experiments with these four patterns due to

the difficulty in labeling. Note that, the proposed method is

not restricted to these patterns only. It can match any other

sub-pattern as will be shown by the experiments for auto-

matic detection of repeating patterns.

Figure 10 shows some Allah patterns. This pattern is the

most common one in the dataset, and it is a combination of

two sub-patterns, which are Alif and lillah. Muhammed

pattern is the second common pattern in our dataset and

while it consists of a single sub-pattern, it has a large

variety among its instances (see Fig. 12). Resul pattern is

formed by three sub-patterns as it can be seen in Figs. 11

and 12. The longest pattern type in dataset is La ilaha illa

Allah pattern (see Fig. 12), which is composed of seven

sub-patterns: one lillah, three Alifs, one leh, two la.

Fig. 9 Top a–d Example Kufic images, Bottom e–h their corresponding color histograms. As it can be seen from the color histograms (a) and (b)
have a few distinct colors, while the degradations in (c) and (d) result in multiple colors
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In this study, we consider the sub-patterns as basic units

and extracted connected components to be used as sub-

patterns. First, all the connected components (CCs) from

the binarized images are extracted [43] using OpenCV

Library [44]. In total, there are 8,941 extracted CCs. We

will refer to the CCs that are parts of the patterns as sub-

patterns.

We observe that the relationships between straight lines

in specific orientations are important for the identification

of square Kufic patterns. Based on this observation, we

propose two methods for representing and matching sub-

patterns. The first method exploits sequence matching

techniques to match the contours of sub-patterns repre-

sented in the form of chain codes [45]. In the second

method, each sub-pattern is represented with a graph and

then graph and sub-graph isomorphism are applied to

match the patterns.

Sub-pattern matching is used for the analysis of Kufic

images in three different ways. Given a query pattern, all

the instances can be found through retrieval. Going further,

through known patterns images can be automatically

labeled in the entire dataset. Finally, patterns that repeat

inside an image can be automatically discovered.

We performed experiments with four different common

pattern types: Allah, Muhammed, LIIA, Resul, and these

patterns consist of different sub-patterns. For example,

Allah pattern has two sub-patterns: (i) Alif (ii) lillah, and

shape of sub-pattern Alif does not change over the dataset,

while lillah sub-pattern has big variations. Additionally,

letter/sub-pattern Alif is a common sub-pattern that many

of patterns/words in Arabic may have this letter. Thus, we

ignore these common, uninformative sub-patterns during

our matching process and only focus on sub-patterns that

are more important to identify patterns, and we name these

sub-patterns as discriminative. Thus, rather than labeling

all sub-patterns of these four patterns, we label only the

discriminative sub-patterns in each pattern, which are lillah

in Allah pattern, Mohammed pattern itself (since it has only

one sub-pattern), su sub-pattern in resul and lillah and leh.

And we perform experiments based on these 4 discrimi-

native sub-pattern groups.

Table 1 depicts the number of samples labeled for each

sub-pattern. Components that are not labeled as one of the

four patterns are put into the unlabeled class.

As shown in Fig. 13 for the sub-pattern su, instances of

a sub-pattern class can be in various sizes and rotations. In

the overall dataset, height of the components varies

between 14 pixels and 1,918 pixels; median height is 50

pixels. Width of the components varies between 8 and

1,840 pixels, median width is 47 pixels. Median aspect

ratio is 1, 25 % of the components that are square, 35 %

are landscape, and 40 % are portrait.

4.2 Sub-pattern matching

As described earlier, all the sub-patterns are extracted

automatically both for query and for dataset images. Then

the discriminative sub-patterns in query pattern are sear-

ched among all the sub-patterns in the dataset. However,

sub-pattern matching is a challenging task due to large

geometric variations within a class. Note that, the tech-

niques in character recognition cannot be directly applied

for our problem, since it is difficult, if not impossible, to

segment the words or phrases into characters.

We observe that the relationships between straight lines

in specific orientations are important for the identification

of square Kufic patterns. Based on this observation, we

propose two methods for representing and matching sub-

patterns. The first method exploits sequence matching

techniques to match the contours of sub-patterns repre-

sented in the form of chain codes [45]. In the second

method, each sub-pattern is represented with a graph and

then graph and sub-graph isomorphisms are applied to

match the patterns.

Yalniz et al. [46, 47] also exploited graph matching and

chain code matching methods in their study for retrieval of

Ottoman documents, but there are some differences

between our method and theirs. In [46], they said that after

thinning, a refinement could also be performed to reduce

the number of nodes, but this was not necessary in their

case since they did not use a graph-matching algorithm,

and in [47], character graphs are compared by extracting a

Fig. 10 Some square Kufic

images with Allah patterns are

shown in red (gray) . Note that

this word has different shapes in

different designs (Images 1–3

are taken from [13], 4–10 and

12 from [22]) (color figure

online)
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number of features from the graphs and calculating an

overall similarity score by weighting the similarity scores

between corresponding features of the graphs. On the other

hand in our study, we match extracted graphs by isomor-

phism. Moreover, they compute distance and angular spans

for all characters in the library, and for each extracted

segment, the angular span vector is computed by obtaining

the number of black pixels in theta-degree slices centered

at the character’s center of mass with respect to the x-axis.

But in our case, we firstly extract lines from the contours

on the boundaries, and then starting and end points of these

lines are used to extract chain codes instead of image

pixels.

We performed experiments with 4 different common

pattern types: Allah, Muhammed, LIIA, Resul and these

patterns consist of different sub-patterns. For example,

Allah pattern has two sub-patterns: (i) Alif and (ii) lillah,

and shape of sub-pattern Alif does not change over the

dataset, while lillah sub-pattern has big variations. Addi-

tionally, letter/sub-pattern Alif is a common sub-pattern

that many of patterns/words in Arabic may have this letter.

Thus, we ignore these common, uninformative sub-patterns

during our matching process and only focus on sub-patterns

that are more important to identify patterns, and we name

these sub-patterns as discriminative. Thus, rather than

labeling all sub-patterns of these four patterns, we label

Table 1 Number of components per class and number of images

where these patterns are found

Label Number of components Number of images Example

la 80 26

leh 170 45

lillah 938 129

muh 184 37

su 26 15

unlabeled 6,684 203

Note that an image may contain more than a single labeled pattern

Fig. 11 The patterns in green (light gray) are Resul patterns, which

are formed by three sub-patterns. The red (gray) sub-patterns are from

the La ilaha illa Allah pattern. The last image contains four Resul

patterns at each corner (First image is taken from [40] and second one

is from [5] and third-fourth ones are from [39]) (color figure online)

Fig. 12 The patterns in red (gray) are La ilaha illa Allah. The green

(light gray) patterns are Resul patterns and note that the last one’s two

sub-patterns are connected. In the first image, first black pattern is

Allah, while second black one is Muhammed, and in the second

image, first black sub-pattern is Muhammed, while the second one is

Allah and the same for the third image. (The first and second images

are taken from [39] and the third from [5]) (color figure online)

Fig. 13 16 sample images from su sub-pattern. This is the middle

component of the word Resul
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only the discriminative sub-patterns in each pattern, which

are lillah in Allah pattern, Mohammed pattern itself (since

it has only one sub-pattern), su sub-pattern in resul and

lillah and leh. And we perform experiments based on these

4 discriminative sub-pattern groups.

In the following, we describe the details of each method.

4.2.1 Profile-based features with DTW matching

Due to the difficulties in character segmentation, recently

word spotting techniques have been proposed to match

words as a whole. In word spotting, profile-based features

have been commonly used [48]. Since the two problems

resemble to each other, we use profile-based features as a

baseline for comparison.

We utilize the features used in [49]. Namely, we used

projection profile (that is the count of foreground pixels for

each horizontal coordinate value), upper and lower profiles

(which are similar to projection profile, but they consider

only the pixels above and below the figure baseline) and

lastly the ink transitions (the number of foreground–back-

ground ink transitions).

Profile features are compared using Dynamic Time

Warping (DTW) [49]. Without normalization, DTW algo-

rithm may favor the shorter signals. In the literature, a post-

normalization is performed after calculating the distance.

In our work, we normalized signals before inputting them

into the algorithm.

Matching of patterns in different forms has been studied

heavily in the literature, and several fantastic works are

available for different problems. In this paper, our goal is to

motivate the readers with an interesting application of

pattern matching that could be very beneficial for cultural

heritage. We propose and compare two methods that suit to

the problem. Although we have experimented some other

state-of-the-art methods, we have observed that they are

not suitable for the problem at hand. Kufic styles have the

characteristics of a word being written in many different

orientations, with the letters, or components could be

placed separately in different forms. The proposed methods

are able to capture most of the challenging forms. We

believe that, other methods or features may also help in

improving the performance but may require hand tuning.

Our goal was to keep the methods and features as simple as

possible but as well to be generalizable to cope with the

large variability of the styles. As a future work, we would

like to exploit other representations as well as clustering of

feature points, such as using k-means, normalized cuts,

non-negative matrix factorization, etc. [50–52].

Since profile-based features are not rotation invariant,

registration is performed by rotating the query sub-patterns

in 45�, and the lowest dissimilarity value over all rotations

is considered as the matching score.

4.2.2 Approximate contour line matching

Contours are an important feature for shape matching and

image retrieval as discussed in [53]. In [54], an application

of approximate contour lines to text recognition is pre-

sented. In this section, we discuss contour line approxi-

mation as another baseline approach for Kufic recognition

problem.

As it is vital to have robust features to compare hand-

writing images, contours undergo an approximation process

to have length and location information. We employ

Douglas–Peucker (DP) line approximation algorithm to

obtain approximate contour lines from component contours.

DP algorithm is a polygonal approximation method

which is used for the description of the boundaries as a

sequence of straight lines [55, 56]. The algorithm reduces

the number of points in a curve by approximating it by a

series of points. First, between a start and an end point, a

sequence of points is approximated with a line segment. If

the distance of the farthest point from the line is less than a

threshold, the algorithm stops, otherwise it recursively

divides the line into two from the farthest point [57]. The

parameter s used in the Douglas–Peucker algorithm can be

defined as approximation accuracy, tolerance value, or

compression factor. It serves for the determination of key

points when fitting lines into points. The greater values of s
result in a smaller number of lines and sharper segments,

while smaller values of s result in a greater number of lines

and smoother segments.

Can et al. [54] exploited Douglas–Peucker algorithm to

describe words in handwritten documents as a set of lines.

A line is described by its position, orientation, and length

as in [53]. They compute the matching score between two

word images as the sum of scores obtained from each

matching line pair, normalized with the number of the

matches and total number of lines in each word image. The

lines with minimum dissimilarities are considered as the

matching pairs.

In Kufic images, the composition of the lines in the sub-

patterns is very important, while size and position of the

lines may largely vary. Moreover, instances of a sub-pat-

tern in different images may be approximated into different

number of lines due to the variations in lighting conditions

and sizes. Therefore, the method used in [54] is not fea-

sible for matching Kufic patterns.

We made the tests for contour line approximations in

two versions. In the first version, we used the comparison

method in [54] as is. Each line segment is described by its

length (l), angle (a), and position of midpoint relative to

upper left corner of the component (r). In the first version,

dissimilarity of two line segments is calculated using d ¼
dl þ 2da þ 4dr where dl ¼ logðjl1 � l2jÞ, da ¼ ja1 � a2j;
and dr is the Euclidean distance between r1 and r2.
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In the second version, we omit the relative locational

information (r) in these comparisons and use d ¼ dl þ 2da
in order to avoid dissimilarity arising from location varia-

tion for line segments.

In both of these versions, components A and B are com-

pared for their dissimilarity by total minimum dissimilarity

score between each line segments. Let D be the total dis-

similarity score between A and B. Since argmin is not

symmetric, D ¼ DðA;BÞ þ DðB;AÞ and DðA;BÞ ¼P
a2A argminðdða; bÞÞ andDðB;AÞ ¼

P
binB argminðdðb; aÞÞ.

In other words, a comparison between A and B matches all

contour line segments ofAwith themost similar line segment

in B, then matches all contour line segments of B with the

most similar line segment in A. After matching, it calculates

the total dissimilarity score between these matches.

As the results Sect. 5 reflect, neither of these approaches

were fruitful, as the comparisons ignore the order of the

line segments. In Kufic texts, line segments are repeating

patterns, and their context is important to determine their

value in comparison. This context and neighborhood

information are discarded in contour segment comparisons;

therefore, contour line comparison is not a feasible strategy

for Kufic recognition.

4.2.3 Sequence matching based on contour representation

First described by Freeman [58], chain codes are used to

represent binary images efficiently. The representation

stores the adjacency information of pixels by listing their

relative positions in between each other.

In its standard form, chain codes are not size or rotation

invariant. Therefore, they are not suitable for our purposes

to match rotating Kufic components in the images. Instead

of using the chain codes for pixels, we adapted a novel

approach to extract chain codes from contour lines. Instead

of pixel by pixel chain codes, we propose a representation

based on lines to describe sub-patterns in square Kufic

images. Since each line is represented with a single item in

the code, this representation is size invariant.

Firstly, contours of a component are extracted, and

contour points on these contours are approximated to lines

using the Douglas–Peucker line approximation algo-

rithm [56] similar to [54] (see Fig. 14).

We propose a method for matching lines in sub-patterns

based on chain code representation [59], by introducing a

penalty for the gaps. Each Kufic sub-pattern I is repre-

sented as a set of line descriptors, as I ¼ f‘1; ‘2; :::; ‘Ng,
where N is the number of lines approximated for that sub-

pattern. Then, using these lines as descriptors, for each

extracted sub-pattern, an eight-connected chain code

representation [60] is constructed. In Fig. 14, two sub-

patterns and their chain code representations are given.

Chain code representation depends on the start point.

Circular movement algorithm—where the start points are

changed in a circular way, and the order in which chain

codes form the possible smallest integer is taken—is gen-

erally used as a solution [60]. In our case, this method is

not feasible since the same sub-pattern may be approxi-

mated into different number of lines in different images,

and the missing lines may result in incorrect matches by the

choice of wrong starting point. Alternatively, we start

extracting chain codes at the upper left corner of each sub-

pattern, but we rotate the sub-pattern by 45� and take the

match with the best score.

Chain code matching is performed utilizing a sequence

matching algorithm [45]. Matching score of two chain

code representations is calculated as follows:

DðI; JÞ ¼ max

DðIðiÞ; Jðj� 1ÞÞ
DðIði� 1Þ; JðjÞÞ

DðIði� 1Þ; Jðj� 1ÞÞ

8
><

>:

9
>=

>;
þ dðIðiÞ; JðjÞÞ

ð1Þ

Here, I and J are two chain code representations, and D is

the score matrix; I(i) is the ith element of chain code

representation textitI (same for J(j)). dðIðiÞ; JðjÞÞ is the

distance between I(i) and J(j). It is 3 when I(i) and J(j) are

the same, �2 when they are different and 1 when there is a

gap. At the end of this step, we have a matching score for

each pair of sub-patterns, and these scores will be used in

experiments. In our study, we follow a similar scoring

approach as in [45], where aminoacid sequences are tried

to be matched. Here, we give a higher score when a chain

code is matched, since a match is valuable, while we

penalize a gap less than a mismatch, since there may be

some additional lines in different instances of a same pat-

tern because of drawbacks of dataset as we described in the

previous section.

For example, in Fig. 14, sub-patterns A and C are mat-

ched with score 20. At the end of this step, we have a

matching score for each pair of sub-patterns, and these

scores will be used in experiments.

4.2.4 Graph matching-based method

As a second approach for matching Kufic sub-patterns, we

propose a new method based on graph matching. In the

following, first we describe how we represent sub-patterns

as graphs, then we present the details of graph matching

method.
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To represent the sub-patterns as graphs, we utilized the

skeletons extracted from connected components. First, we

applied smoothing to get rid of knurls and noisy edges.

Then the endings and junctions of connected components

are extracted using an available junction/ending extractor

software.3

The software produces many junction points for com-

ponents with ragged edges. However, erroneous junction

points may create extra nodes in the graph and change the

graph structure. To eliminate the unnecessary junction

points, we checked that the distances between each junc-

tion point pairs and only the ones that exceeds a predefined

threshold are kept. This threshold is set relative to the

minimum of width and height of the connected component.

As seen in Fig. 15, even for the complicated cases, junction

and end points are extracted correctly.

Then the graph representation is obtained from the

extracted points. Note that, graphs are undirected. We also

prefer to keep them non-weighted to obtain scale invari-

ance. Figure 16 shows the graph of a sub-pattern with the

corresponding matrix representation.

For graph matching, we first apply graph-isomor-

phism [61]. Two graphs are said to be isomorphic if their

nodes can be one-to-one mapped with ensuring the adja-

cency of nodes. Given two graphs G1 and G2; there exists a

function f such that

8a; b 2 V1; ða; bÞ 2 E1 , ðf ðaÞ; f ðbÞÞÞ 2 E2 ð2Þ

V1 is the vertex set of G1, and E1 and E2 are the edge sets

of G1 and G2 [61].

The worst case of the algorithm is Oðn!Þ, n being the

number of nodes of G1 or G2 where they should be equal

for the graphs to be isomorphic.

Figure 17 shows some different graph representations

which are isomorphic. As it can be observed from the

examples (such as Fig. 17c), graph matching is rotation

and scale invariant.

Although graph-isomorphism has many advantages,

there are also some bottlenecks. Full graph isomorphism is

based on a strict condition, where the two graphs should

have the same number of nodes and there should be a one-

to-one mapping between them. For our problem, the

components which have the same number of limbs can be

matched easily using isomorphism although they can differ

in shape, scale, or rotation. However, there are also sub-

patterns with the same meaning but they differ in few

limbs. This kind of sub-patterns cannot be matched with

full isomorphism (see Fig. 18).

To solve this problem, a partial graph matching

approach is crucial. Thus, we applied a sub-graph iso-

morphism-based approach. Although sub-graph isomor-

phism is NP-complete, it can be solved in polynomial time

for certain cases such as when graphs are planar [62] as in

our case.

Fig. 14 a, b Two Allah patterns in different shapes and the outputs of

the line simplification process. Start-end points of lines are shown

with small slashes. The chain code representation of sub-pattern A is

0246424642460646, B is 0246, C is 02465324653246, and D is 0246.

c Output of the string matching algorithm for sub-patterns A–C and

B–D

Fig. 15 Junction and end points of some example sub-patterns

(a) (b)

A B C D E F
A 0 1 1 0 0 0
B 1 0 0 1 0 0
C 1 0 0 1 1 0
D 0 1 1 0 0 0
E 0 0 1 0 0 1
F 0 0 0 0 1 0

(c)

Fig. 16 a An example sub-pattern b the sub-pattern’s graph c matrix

that represents the undirected, non-weighted graph

3 http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au/*pk/research/matlabfns/.
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In the sub-graph isomorphism problem, given two

graphs G1 and G2, one must either detect an occurrence of

G1 as a sub-graph of G2, or vice versa. For any two planar

graphs, with n and m vertices, the decision problem can be

solved in polynomial time OðnmÞ [62].
Directly applying sub-graph isomorphism to match the

Kufic patterns rises some problems. Different sub-patterns

can be matched due to one of them being part of another

although they do not have the same meaning. To illustrate,

Fig. 18a, c is going to be sub-graph isomorphic although

they are different sub-patterns. To eliminate this situation,

we did not directly applied sub-graph isomorphism to

match sub-patterns. We computed the difference between

the numbers of nodes of the two graphs and checked if the

difference exceeds a predefined threshold value. If the

difference is smaller, we applied sub-graph isomorphism

else we said that the graphs are not isomorphic. With this

kind of an approach, Fig. 18c, d is going to be a true match,

and Figure (a) and (c) is not going to be matched.

5 Experimental results

In the following, we will provide the experimental results

for query retrieval, for indexing and for finding repeated

patterns. In all experiments, True Positive (TP), False

Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), and False Negative

(FN) values are obtained with respect to the parameters set.

Throughout this section, we will refer to the first baseline

method which matches profile-based features, described in

Sect. 4.2.1 as profile, the second baseline method in which

we compare approximate line segments, described in Sect.

4.2.2 as contour line, our first method which represents the

lines extracted from contours as chain codes and utilizes

sequence matching with penalties for gaps, described in

Sect. 4.2.3 as sequence matching, and our second method

which represents the sub-patterns as graphs and exploits

graph isomorphism for matching, described in Sect. 4.2.4

as graph matching.

5.1 Query retrieval

We firstly perform experiments to find different instances

of a query pattern in the entire collection. In this experi-

ment, given a query pattern and a threshold, candidate

patterns that have a matching score greater than this

threshold are retrieved.

First, all of the 1486-labeled instances are used as the

query sub-patterns. Recall that, we focus on four patterns

and use only discriminative sub-patterns to represent the

patterns. Muhammed pattern has only one sub-pattern.

Although Allah pattern has two sub-patterns, only the sub-

pattern lillah is used as the discriminative sub-pattern,

discarding Alif sub-pattern. For Resul pattern, su sub-pat-

tern is the discriminative one. La ilahe illa Allah pattern

has lillah,and leh as discriminative sub-patterns while

again Alif sub-pattern being discarded. While Allah, Resul,

andMuhammed patterns can be retrieved through searching

for a single sub-pattern, for La ilahe illa allah, we count

only the results containing all of the discriminative sub-

patterns as correct (Fig. 19).

Note that, sub-patterns in the query and dataset images

are automatically extracted, and therefore, the proposed

approach can be applied to any pattern. The restriction for

four query types in the experiments is due to the difficulty

of labeling.

In Table 2, we compare the proposed methods with the

baseline method on query retrieval task based on Area

Under ROC Curve (AUC) and F1 scores. AUC value cal-

culates the area between ROC curve and the x axis. F1

metric is the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall val-

ues. As seen from the results, both of the proposed methods

outperform the baseline method.

In Fig. 20, the two proposed methods, i.e., sequence

matching and graph matching, are compared based on their

True Positive Rates (TPR) and False Positive Rates (FPR).

Results show that graph matching method is better than

sequence matching method. In Table 3, TPR and FPR

values are given for each of the four patterns separately.

Fig. 17 Example sub-patterns

with their graph representations,

the graph pairs are isomorphic.

a La sub-pattern b Lillah sub-

pattern c Muhammed sub-

pattern

Fig. 18 Example sub-patterns with their graph representations.

Although the pairs are same sub-patterns, their graphs are not

isomorphic. a, b Leh sub-pattern c, d Su sub-pattern
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In sequence matching method, the lowest score is

retrieved with La ilaha illa Allah pattern due the number of

sub-patterns it has. Resul pattern also has a low score since

it is formed by sub-pattern su, which has a large variety

between its instances. Note that graph matching method is

good at discrimination of different pattern models, while at

the same time, it can successfully retrieve different

instances of the same pattern. One other reason that graph

matching outperforms sequence matching is the connected

sub-patterns problem. Connected sub-patterns problem

occurs when more than one instance of a sub-pattern is

connected to each other and they are extracted as only one

sub-patterns (see Fig. 25). In chain code representation,

these connected sub-patterns and query sub-pattern have

different representations, and their sequence matching

dissimilarity is large. We could also perform local match-

ing in our sequence matching method, but in that case,

number of false matchings would be much higher.

In graph matching method, graphs of connected patterns

can be partially matched to query graphs with sub-graph

isomorphism. To test our theory of graph matching

detecting connected patterns more accurately, we per-

formed a small test where we generated Lillah and Mu-

hammed queries and searched them in images that contain

the same patterns but in a connected form. Also, to

understand the effect of sub-graph-isomorphism, we tried

the same experiment with different threshold values

explained in Sect. 4.2.4. The results are shown in Fig. 21.

When k is large enough, sub-graph isomorphism is applied

to every connected pattern instead of graph isomorphism

and each query pattern is found inside the same pattern’s

connected graph.

Similarly, the ROC curve in Fig. 20 shows that, as the

threshold value increases, true positive rate increases too.

The reason is, the algorithm applies sub-graph isomor-

phism to more number of sub-patterns instead of graph

isomorphism, which is a strict condition to obtain. There-

fore, for high values of threshold, the number of matches

increases, which results in an increase for true positives and

false positives. As a result, the algorithm manages to find

the true positives with full sub-graph isomorphism; how-

ever, it fails for false positives.

In Fig. 22, we can see that graph matching method is

good at detecting patterns even if their shapes have some

differences among different images.
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Fig. 20 This figure shows average TPR versus FPR results for all

types of query patterns in dataset. Results show that sequence

matching is good at finding instances of a pattern but it cannot easily

eliminate false matchings, while graph matching can discriminate

false matchings

Table 3 True positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) values

of query retrieval task performed by two different approaches:

sequence matching and graph matching

Sequence matching Graph matching

TPR FPR TPR FPR

Allah 0.5478 0.2133 0.9088 0.3072

Muhammed 0.4923 0.0945 0.4708 0.0978

LIIA 0.2843 0.0201 0.8563 0.5013

Resul 0.3016 0.52005 0.9833 0.3217

Table 2 Comparison of three

methods on query retrieval

based on Area Under ROC

curve (AUC) and F1 values

Feature AUC F1

Graph matching 0.83 0.77

Sequence

matching

0.72 0.36

Profile 0.63 0.25

Contour line 0.35 0.13
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Fig. 19 This figure shows average TPR versus FPR results for all

types of query patterns in dataset for approximate contour line

feature. The feature is used as a baseline and has considerably lower

performance
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5.2 Image indexing

In another experiment, we relaxed the matching criteria,

and when any instance in an image with the query sub-

pattern is retrieved, we assumed that the image is correctly

indexed. These experiments are performed to show that the

proposed approach could be used in indexing the images

without localizing the patterns. Table 4 shows ROC curve

for the graph matching method.

5.3 Repeating pattern detection

In the last experiment, we automatically detect repeating

sub-patterns in a given image without using a query pat-

tern. Any sub-pattern that exists at least twice in a square

Kufic image is accepted as a repeating sub-pattern. For

example, in Fig. 23, the image on the left has two repeating

patterns and the others have more, because they are

symmetrical.

Given a candidate image, all sub-patterns in an image

are assumed to be queries and searched in the same image.

When the similarities are above some predefined threshold,

then they are considered as repeating patterns.

This experiment is performed on a subset of our dataset,

which has images having at least one of our four patterns

(since other patterns are not labeled in our dataset). In

Table 5, True Positive Rates (TPR) and False Positive

Rates (FPR) are given for each category.

Repeating sub-patterns with different shapes in the same

image cannot be retrieved. For example, returning to

Fig. 10, in the second image from the left in the first row

contains three Allah patterns (in gray), but as their shapes

are different from each other, they cannot be detected as

repeating patterns.

The advantage of detecting repeating sub-patterns is that

we can automatically find possible words in a given square

Kufic image without the usage of a query pattern. In this

way, the meaningful patterns can be deciphered in these

calligraphic images, and a fully automatic indexing schema

can be developed.

5.4 Discussion of results

In this study, we present a shape-based analysis of square

Kufic calligraphy images for indexing and retrieval of these

image collections. The proposed method is based on line

representation, and patterns are matched by a chain code

representation and a graph matching algorithm, also a

detailed feature analysis is provided. We show that our line
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Fig. 21 Connected pattern detection experiment results done by

graph matching

Fig. 22 Sequence matching method cannot match Allah patterns in

none of the images since lines are not horizontal and their shapes are

very different than most of other instances of this pattern. Because of

their curved lines, their chain codes representations differ very much

and thus, in sequence matching step, their mismatch penalties will be

higher. Graph matching method can detect the patterns in the first

image, while it cannot detect them in the second one. Because of the

inclined lines, the detection of the junction points is going to be more

challenging. The incomplete junction points might cause an error in

the graph representation; thus, results will be badly affected. And

profile-based method or contour line method cannot detect patterns in

both images. (Images are taken from [63, 64])

Table 4 Image categorization success rates with line and graph

matching methods

Sequence matching Graph matching

TPR FPR TPR FPR

Allah 0.5012 0.0912 0.9745 0.3945

Muhammed 0.8449 0.2120 0.4782 0.2210

LIIA 0.5698 0.2619 0.8970 0.4765

Resul 0.3728 0.3650 0.9734 0.2965

Graph matching method again outperforms sequence matching

method
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representation and graph matching algorithms give prom-

ising results with matching Islamic patterns in square Kufic

images.

Although our method works well for most of the queries,

querying less-common shapes is not as successful. Also,

because two different letters may share the same shape in a

square Kufic design, precision rates in the experiments are

low. Our method cannot retrieve instances of a query

pattern when the patterns are created in different shapes as

in Fig. 24.

Connected patterns pose another problem because they

have sub-patterns within them (see Fig. 25). The left most

image has two Allah scripts that are connected at their

upper parts for the purpose of decoration. The second

image has 4 Ali scripts at each corner, and these patterns

are connected with each other. The last image has four

Allah scripts, each facing a different direction. The Alif

letters are connected and forms the boundary of the image.

Our line representation algorithm cannot detect the patterns

in these images.

5.5 Application Scenario

As an important application of our work, we plan to rec-

ognize patterns in images taken from mobile phones or

cameras possibly with a person in the image in front of a

Kufic design. In this case, detection of areas for Kufic

scripts would be necessary. We plan to use gradient

histograms since the rapid and regular change in black/

white pixels in images is a characteristic of Kufic designs.

Since images in real conditions are taken in different per-

spectives, patterns will not be in perpendicular angles in

such a case. Therefore, rectification is another important

issue that we pan to handle as a future work.

An example to the mobile application can be seen in

Fig. 26. In this case, it is assumed that a tourist takes a

photo, and the software identifies the region of Kufic

inscriptions via their highly descriptive gradients. After

localizing the inscription, the image is binarized and

components are recognized with the proposed method. The

classification of components results in identification of the

inscription.

Note that, detection of Kufic pattern areas is not the

focus of this study, and therefore, we do not go further.

6 Conclusion and future work

Motivated by the importance of calligraphy in Islamic

decorative art throughout the history and increasing interest

in designing new patterns as observed through web search

results, in this study, we attack the problem of automatic

analysis of Kufic images. Alternative to character recog-

nition-based approaches that are very difficult if not

impossible to work on the Kufic scripts, we proposed two

methods based on sequence matching and graph matching

to identify Islamic patterns in Kufic image collections. Our

experiments on identification of four common patterns

show the effectiveness of the proposed methods on various

type of Kufic images, and a relatively limited number of

experiments on finding repeated patterns without the

specification of the query pattern are promising in dis-

covering the hidden patterns.

Inherent in the design of Kufic calligraphy, connected

sub-patterns were the most important challenge and the

limitation for the proposed method. As a future work, we

are planning to solve this problem by a sliding window

approach that would detach patterns so that matching them

Fig. 23 Repeating pattern

examples (The images are taken

from [5])

Table 5 Repeating pattern detection by sequence matching and

graph matching methods

Sequence matching Graph matching

TPR FPR TPR FPR

Allah 0.8011 0.33786 0.9002 0.1264

Muhammed 0.9022 0.2598 0.7973 0.0627

Resul 0.57143 0.02381 0.9813 0.0336

We did not provide results for La ilaha illa Allah, because at most

only one instance of that pattern in images, which makes it non-

repeating pattern
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will be easier. We are also planning to extend our dataset in

order to study different and longer words. Moreover, we

are planning to extract feature points and then do clustering

before matching Kufic patterns.
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